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Abstract—This paper presents a novel interrogation system that7
combines multiple millimeter wave transmitters and receivers to8
create real-time high-resolution radar images for personnel secu-9
rity screening. The main novelty of the presented system is that the10
images can be created as the person being screened continuously11
moves across a corridor where the transmitters and receivers,12
working in a fully coherent architecture, are distributed. As the13
person moves, the transmitters and receivers are sequentially acti-14
vated to collect data from different angles to inspect the whole15
body. Multiple images, similar to video frames, are created and16
examined to look for possible anomalies such as concealed threats.17
Two-dimensional (2-D) and three-dimensional (3-D) setups have18
been simulated to show the feasibility of the proposed system. The19
simulation results in 2-D have been validated using measurements.20
Index Terms—Backpropagation imaging, checkpoint, fast21
Fourier transform (FFT), imaging systems, multistatic radar22
system.23
I. INTRODUCTION24
I N homeland security applications, there is an increas-25 ing demand for methods to improve personnel screening26
for concealed object and contraband detection at security27
checkpoints. In this context, active nearfield millimeter-wave28
(mm-wave) imaging radar systems are able to provide high-29
resolution imaging at an affordable cost. The object of interest30
is first illuminated by mm waves and then the scattered field is31
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measured and processed to reconstruct the surface (or volume) 32
of the object. 33
The development of checkpoints that allow high passen- 34
ger flow is becoming a priority. This has motivated the 35
design of mm-wave imaging systems that minimize passenger 36
inconvenience. 37
The International Air Transport Association (IATA) has 38
defined several specifications that future checkpoints for per- 39
sonnel screening should meet. Novel paradigms in the design 40
of the checkpoints specify that “from 2020 and beyond it is 41
envisaged that the passenger will be able to flow through the 42
security checkpoint without interruption unless the advanced 43
technology identifies a potential threat,” [1] (page 14). 44
In [1], a computer graphics design of the checkpoint of the 45
future proposed by IATA is presented. The novelty with respect 46
to existing architectures is the inclusion of a beltway or hallway 47
to avoid passenger flow interruption. 48
Current state-of-the-art mm-wave imaging systems for secu- 49
rity screening require people to enter and stand in front of the 50
scanning system. Mm-wave generation and acquisition can be 51
achieved using static arrays of transmitters and receivers [2], 52
[3], or using movable arrays to create planar [4], [5], or cylin- 53
drical [6]–[8] acquisition domains. Most of them are based 54
on monostatic radar and Fourier inversion [2]–[6]. Monostatic 55
imaging systems are cost effective, but they are only able to 56
reconstruct surfaces that create specular reflection and they are 57
not well suited for imaging scattering objects with sudden pro- 58
file variations [9]. Further, they are prone to dihedral artifacts 59
as described in [8], [10], and [11]. 60
Based on the new checkpoint architecture proposed by the 61
IATA, this paper introduces a novel concept for mm-wave scan- 62
ning system for personnel screening. The proposed imaging 63
system does not include any mechanical movement, and whole 64
body imaging is obtained taking advantage of the movement 65
of the person under test when passing through the system on a 66
moving walkway. 67
The main contribution of this paper is the introduction of this 68
novel architecture, called on-the-move imaging [12], [13], that, 69
to the best of the author’s knowledge, has not been previously 70
conceived nor demonstrated. 71
This paper is structured as follows. Section II describes the 72
proposed mm-wave screening system. Imaging algorithm for 73
multistatic setups is briefly described in Section III. Proof-of- 74
concept is validated through two-dimensional (2-D) simulation 75
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Fig. 1. On-the-move imaging concept. OUT movement between the two walls
of radar antennas provides multiple points-of-view for every transmitter and
receiver, thus increasing multistatic information. (a) and (b) represent two
different OUT positions within the hallway.
F1:1
F1:2
F1:3
F1:4
examples in Section IV, and measurement results in Section V.76
Extension to two-dimensional (3-D) whole human body imag-77
ing is described and validated in Section VI. Finally, the78
conclusion is presented in Section VII.79
II. ON-THE-MOVE HALLWAY CONCEPT80
The novel mm-wave on-the-move imaging system for per-81
sonnel screening takes advantage of: 1) the movement of the82
person when passing through the imaging system and 2) a mul-83
stitatic radar configuration, where some of the transmitters and84
receivers are separated with a subtended angle relative to the85
person equal or greater than 90◦ to capture information from86
all possible wave incident and scattering angles.87
A top view of the suggested multistatic architecture is plot-88
ted in Fig. 1. Several transmitters (red dots) and receivers (blue89
dots) are placed on the sides of the hallway. The person moves90
along the security checkpoint on a moving walkway.91
The imaging radar system takes advantage of multiple inci-92
dence angles that illuminate different areas of the person93
depending on the active transmitter and the placement of the94
person within the hallway, as illustrated in Fig. 1. A single95
transmitter can illuminate different areas of the person while96
crossing the hallway. Reciprocally, the scattered field is col-97
lected by different receivers depending on the transmitting98
element and the current position of the person. This is illus-99
trated with the red and blue arrows in Fig. 1 that represent100
direct reflection contributions given by the incident angle and101
the normal to the surface according to Snell’s law.102
Multistatic information can be incremented by placing trans-103
mitters at the hallway ends. For practical implementation, this104
TABLE I T1:1
COMPARISON WITH STATE-OF-THE-ART MM-WAVE IMAGING SYSTEMS T1:2
-
1Scanning area size: width ×height.
2PSF (point spread function): range ×cross range.
3Receiving panels size.
would partially block the persons path. This is solved in the 3-D 105
case placing the receivers at the hallway ends below and above 106
the moving walkway. 107
For every transmitter, the scattered field is collected on the 108
receiving arrays placed on the hallway sides, and for every 109
receiving array, a reflectivity image is recovered. The reflectiv- 110
ity images associated with each transmitter are coherently com- 111
bined. This configuration assumes that, for a single position, 112
the body remains still while all the transmitters are sequentially 113
activated and the scattered field is collected by the receivers. 114
In this sense, and since the acquisition on the receivers can be 115
done in parallel, the use of a low number of transmitters is desir- 116
able. A fully electronic scanning system similar to the one in [3] 117
would easily allow for such an acquisition procedure. 118
A critical aspect in the design of the imaging system is the 119
selection of the frequency band. Table I shows a comparison 120
among the proposed hallway concept and some of the exist- 121
ing mm-wave scanning systems. It can be observed that, for 122
a given size of the scanner, higher frequency bands provide 123
better cross-range resolution, at the expense of losing dynamic 124
range due to free-space propagation losses. Furthermore, cloth- 125
ing becomes less transparent for these higher frequency bands, 126
and radiofrequency hardware becomes more expensive. The 127
work presented in [5] addresses the aforementioned drawbacks 128
introducing an ultra-wideband (UWB) imaging system. In addi- 129
tion to the improved range resolution and dynamic range, the 130
novelty of this study is the fact that the sampling rate can be 131
relaxed by taking advantage of grating lobes cancellation in 132
UWB arrays, which will be of interest concerning practical 133
implementation of the on-the-move architecture. 134
III. IMAGING ALGORITHM 135
Practical mm-wave scanning system implementation 136
demands real-time imaging capabilities. Standard backprop- 137
agation techniques [14] require millions of calculations for 138
electrically large acquisition and imaging domains. To illus- 139
trate the numerical magnitude of the problem, typical values 140
for acquisition points and imaging voxels are 105 and 107, 141
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respectively, assuming an operational frequency of 30 GHz142
(λ = 1 cm) and sampling every half wavelength in both143
domains according to Nyquist criterion.144
The reflectivity function on a volumetric domain145
ρt(x
′, y′, z′) can be recovered from the scattered field146
Etscatt(f, x, z) acquired on a flat receiving aperture placed at147
y = Y0, by solving the following integral equation [9], [14],148
when the tth (with t from 1 to Ntx) of a group of transmitters149
is active150
ρt(x
′, y′, z′)
=
∫∫∫
Etscatt(f, x, z)e
+jk((x−x′)2+(Y0−y′)2+(z−z′)2)1/2
e+jk((x
t
inc−x′)2+(ytinc−y′)2+(ztinc−z′)2)1/2dfdxdz (1)
where (xtinc, ytinc, ztinc) denotes the position of the tth point151
source-like transmitter, k = 2πf/c, y-axis is the range axis152
(depth), x- and z-axes are horizontal and vertical cross ranges,153
and f is the frequency.154
Fast propagation techniques, such as the inverse fast multi-155
pole method, have been proposed [15], reducing the calculation156
time by several orders of magnitude. Moreover, (1) can be par-157
allelized taking advantage of GPU hardware. However, these158
solutions are still too computationally expensive for applica-159
tions requiring real-time imaging.160
Fourier-based techniques have been widely used in mono-161
static setups for real-time imaging [3]–[5], thanks to the fact162
that plane wave incidence can be considered during the inver-163
sion. Multistatic setups require different Fourier processing as164
the transmitter and receiver are placed in different positions. A165
novel Fourier-based imaging technique, totally suitable for the166
proposed hallway-based on-the-move imaging system, is pre-167
sented in [9]. The idea is to decompose the imaging domain in168
smaller regions where an incident spherical wave can be locally169
treated as a plane wave. Imaging calculations for every region170
can be carried out in parallel, without jeopardizing the required171
real-time capabilities of the multistatic imaging system.172
When multiple transmitters are used, the final reconstruc-173
tion for a certain voxel placed in (x′, y′, z′) can be obtained174
by combining the images generated by each transmitter as175
ρ(x′, y′, z′) =
Ntx∑
t=1
ρt(x
′, y′, z′). (2)
This formulation assumes all the transmitters and receivers176
work in a fully coherent configuration using a clock signal that177
provides common phase reference.178
IV. 2-D RESULTS179
The proposed on-the-move imaging is first validated using a180
2-D example. The frequency band ranges from 15 to 30 GHz,181
sampled every 300-MHz frequency steps and providing 1-cm182
range resolution. Two 1-m width lateral arrays of receivers183
with 50 evenly spaced elements are placed at Y0 = −0.6 m184
and Y0 = 0.6 m . Five transmitters are interleaved among each185
Fig. 2. 2-D example layout. OUT is displaced from position x = −0.8 m to
x = +0.8m, in five steps (Npos = 5). 5 Tx and 50 Rx per side are considered.
F2:1
F2:2
panel of receivers, thus resulting in Ntx = 10 transmitters. The 186
described layout is plotted in Fig. 2. The essential aspect is that, 187
in order to image the entire body surface, for every transmitter, 188
receivers on both walls must receive the scattered waves (not 189
just those adjacent to a given transmitter.) 190
The object under test (OUT) models the cross section of 191
a human body torso (for a more realistic simulation, arms, 192
and waist are not connected), with three attached objects on 193
it represented as protrusions on the front, back, and arm. The 194
object in the front is an elliptical cross-sectional metallic object. 195
Dielectric objects (r = 3.5) are placed on the back (square 196
cross section) and on the right arm. The OUT is displaced 197
from the position x = −0.8 m to x = 0.8 m in 40-cm steps 198
obtaining Npos = 5 intermediate positions. For every position, 199
the ten transmitters are sequentially activated and the scattered 200
field is collected in the receiving points. A realistic compo- 201
sition of the human body tissue is considered [16], using a 202
finite-difference frequency-domain (FDFD) code [17], [18] to 203
calculate the scattered field for every transmitter and every OUT 204
position. FDFD simulation results have confirmed that, due to 205
the high conductivity of the skin in the frequency band of inter- 206
est, the assumption that the OUT is a perfect electric conductor 207
(PEC) is a good approximation for most cases. 208
The data are then used to create one reflectivity image for 209
each intermediate position, ρp according to (1) and (2). The 210
imaging domain is an (X,Y ) = (0.4, 0.6)m rectangle, dis- 211
cretized in 81× 121 pixels and centered in (x′p, y′p, z′p). In this 212
case, the computational cost is low and the image is recovered 213
using the standard backprogation algorithm in (1). For every pth 214
OUT position and tth active transmitter, the image is recovered 215
in about 1 s using a conventional laptop (2.5-GHZ CPU and 4- 216
GB RAM memory). As the 2-D imaging code is not parallelized 217
yet, it takes about 50 s for the entire reconstruction. 218
The obtained images for two different active transmitters 219
when the OUT is in each of the intermediate positions are pre- 220
sented in Fig. 3. It is clear that each transmitter allows the 221
reconstruction of different areas of the body depending on its 222
relative position inside the imaging system. The image obtained 223
for the central position, combining the images created using all 224
the transmitters according to (2), is presented in Fig. 4. 225
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Fig. 3. Obtained images (normalized reflectivity amplitude in dB) for two dif-
ferent active transmitters and five intermediate positions using the setup in
Fig. 2. Active transmitters are depicted as red points. Blue points represent
receivers positions.
F3:1
F3:2
F3:3
F3:4
Fig. 4. Obtained image when the OUT is in the central position and the image
is created using all transmitters according to (2).
F4:1
F4:2
The reflectivity image created by the system at each position
Q1
226
is obtained as227
I(x′′, y′′, z′′) =
Npos∑
p=1
|ρ(x′ − x′p, y′ − y′p, z′ − z′p)| (3)
where the reflectivity of all the positions is centered at the origin228
of coordinates before being combined. Absolute value is used229
since the position of the OUT relative to the imaging system can230
slightly change from position to position, which prevents the231
Fig. 5. Recovered OUT profile when combining in amplitude the five images
(one for each position). (a) SNR = 10 dB. (b) SNR = −20 dB.
F5:1
F5:2
combination of the images of each position in amplitude and 232
phase. Fig. 5 presents the final result when the five analyzed 233
positions are combined according to (3), and when the object 234
retains exactly the same configuration for all positions and it is 235
only displaced in the x direction. This proves the ability of the 236
proposed system to obtain a complete contour reconstruction. 237
In general, the images used for threat detection in a final con- 238
figuration would be the ones generated in each position as the 239
one in Fig. 4. 240
Combining the information from multiple transmitters and 241
positions also helps to increase the dynamic range of the sys- 242
tem. Sensitivity analysis has been performed: first, the recorded 243
signal strength in the receiving arrays for every transmitting ele- 244
ment and OUT position has been evaluated. The case in which 245
maximum power is recorded corresponds to the OUT at the 246
central position illuminated by the center transmitters. The min- 247
imum power levels are recorded for the OUT in positions 1 or 248
5 illuminated by the closest pair of transmitters, as only a small 249
fraction of the scattered field is collected by the arrays. The 250
received power difference between these two cases is 11 dB. 251
Next, noise has been added to the field samples accord- 252
ing to different signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) levels relative to 253
the maximum-recorded power case. Figs. 3–5(a) correspond to 254
SNR = 10 dB, and Fig. 5(b) to SNR = −20 dB. Thanks to the 255
combination of multiple OUT positions and incident directions, 256
the resulting mm-wave imaging system is able to work with low 257
SNR. 258
The capability of imaging multiple users within the hallway 259
has been also evaluated. For this purpose, the OUT placed at the 260
center position (as in Fig. 4) is considered, but with two more 261
OUTs (with no attached objects) at x = 0.7 and x− 0.7 m, a 262
scenario that could correspond to a high passenger through- 263
put situation. Due to the use of FDFD simulations, multiple 264
reflections among OUTs are considered. Results are depicted 265
in Fig. 6. It can be noticed that, with respect to Fig. 4, the cen- 266
ter OUT is worse imaged due to the multipath effects. It it also 267
possible to create the image of the front and the back of the 268
OUTs placed at x = 0.7 and x = −0.7 m, and these results are 269
not affected by multipath as much as the center OUT. 270
In order to compare this work with current state of the art 271
systems, Fig. 7 presents the obtained image when the same con- 272
tour is facing a line containing the transmitters and receivers. In 273
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Fig. 6. Recovered image for three OUTs placed at the same time in the hallway.
The image is created by combining all transmitters according to (2).
F6:1
F6:2
Fig. 7. Obtained image using state-of-the-art configurations where transmitters
and receivers are placed in the same aperture and facing the person under test.
The image is generated combining the five transmitters according (2).
F7:1
F7:2
F7:3
this case, different areas of the front of the contour cannot be274
recovered and the area that is reconstructed is much smaller275
than the one of Fig. 4. Concerning detection capabilities, note276
that the dielectric object placed on the arm is hardly detected277
in Fig. 7 as the energy is not scattered back to the receiving278
array. In the case of the on-the-move system, it can be better279
detected (see Figs. 4 and 5), as it is possible to find a configu-280
ration along the conveyor belt in which the energy is reflected281
in the dielectric-skin transition, then backscattered to one of the282
receiving arrays.283
This 2-D example proves that, in the proposed on-the-move284
layout, the fact that some of the transmitters and receivers are285
separated with a subtended angle relative to the person equal or286
greater than 90◦ provides information from all possible wave287
incident angles.288
V. VALIDATION WITH MEASUREMENTS289
The proposed on-the-move imaging concept has been vali-290
dated with measurements. Ka frequency band (26.5–40 GHz)291
has been selected to avoid hardware switching between differ-292
ent frequency bands. In order to ensure the maximum illumi-293
nation within the hallway, WR-28 open-ended waveguides are294
selected as antennas.295
Fig. 8. Ka-band measurement system for on-the-move concept experimental
validation. WR-28 open-ended waveguides are connected to the vector network
analyzer ports. Receivers are mounted on a three-axis positioner.
F8:1
F8:2
F8:3
The setup is mounted on an XYZ table measurement range 296
[19], so some mechanical restrictions apply to the placement 297
of the OUT, transmitters, and receiving positions (Fig. 8). In 298
order to take advantage of the whole span of the XYZ measure- 299
ment range, scattered field samples are collected in 161 points 300
ranging from x = −0.6 m to x = 0.6 m, placed at Y0 = 0 m 301
and Y0 = 1.3 m . Five transmitting positions are interleaved 302
among the receivers, thus resulting in Ntx = 10 transmitting 303
positions. Transmitters and receivers are separated 5 cm in 304
height. Horizontal polarization is considered to reduce coupling 305
between transmitter and receiver. The imaging setup is depicted 306
in Fig. 8: two transmitters and two receivers are connected to 307
the ports of a vector network analyzer. The power reference 308
level is 0 dBm for all the ports. For every receiving position 309
along the x-axis, four S-parameters are measured, as shown in 310
Fig. 8, corresponding to the combination of each transmitter 311
with both receivers. 312
The positioner of the XYZ table is used to move the receivers 313
from each side of the hallway at the same time, as shown in 314
Fig. 8. The pair of transmitters is manually placed at five posi- 315
tions along the x-axis, using the XYZ positioner as reference. 316
For every pair of transmitting positions, acquisition time takes 317
3 min, and therefore, overall acquisition time for every OUT 318
position is 15 min. 319
The OUT, shown in Fig. 9, is an aluminum foil-covered plas- 320
tic bin with a metallic bar attached to one of the sides. Due 321
to its translation symmetry in z-axis, it allows for 2-D analysis 322
in an XY plane placed at (z = htx + hrx/2), where htx is the 323
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Fig. 9. Photograph of the OUT imaged with the proposed experimental setup.
Receivers are mounted on a three-axis positioner.
F9:1
F9:2
height of the transmitters, and hrx the height of the receivers.324
As mentioned in Section II, using metal to simulate the human325
body skin in the Ka band is an acceptable approach due to the326
high conductivity of the skin in mm-wave frequency bands [16].327
Three positions of the OUT were considered.328
The same data processing as in Section III has been applied.329
The image obtained for every position, combining the images330
created using all the transmitters according to (2), is depicted in331
Fig. 10(a). It can be noticed that, for positions 1 and 3, the front332
and the back of the OUT are imaged, and the sides of the OUT333
are visible for position 2.334
Fig. 10(b) presents the final result combining the three OUT335
positions according to (3), where the OUT profile can be336
observed. In this case, combination is done taking the displace-337
ment of each individual image with respect to the center of the338
imaging domain. In practical, combination of the radar images339
for different positions of the person in the hallway can be based340
on video frames, linking video, and radar images.341
In addition to the presented results, the measurement setup342
has been simulated, aiming to evaluate the correspondence343
between simulations and measurements. Results for position 2344
are compared in Fig. 11. Good agreement between the recon-345
structed parts of the OUT for simulations and measurements is346
obtained.347
VI. 3-D CONFIGURATION348
Next, the extension from 2-D to 3-D is presented. The layout349
of the proposed on-the-move 3-D system is presented in Fig. 12.350
The setup is composed of multiple synchronized transmitters351
and receivers. Lateral receiving apertures of size (X, Z) =352
(1, 2) m, are placed at Y0 = 0.75 m. The size of the panels is353
chosen to provide an approximated cross-range resolution of354
1 cm along the z-axis and 2 cm in the x-axis.355
Fig. 10. Recovered OUT profile. (a) Image created on every position using
all the transmitters according to (2). In the case of position 2, only the cen-
ter transmitting positions (xtinc = 0 m) were available. (b) OUT profile when
combining in amplitude the three images of (a).
F10:1
F10:2
F10:3
F10:4
Fig. 11. Recovered OUT profile, position 2 (with center transmitting posi-
tions). (a) From simulated data. (b) From measurements.
F11:1
F11:2
For this preliminary setup, Nyquist sampling requirements 356
are considered for the receiving panels, thus acquiring the field 357
in 201× 401 receiving positions per panel. Subsampling tech- 358
niques as presented in [2] and [5] combined with a modified 359
FFT algorithm for multistatic imaging with subsampled arrays 360
can be efficiently applied in this setup to reduce the number 361
of receivers in more than 90% [2], although this analysis is 362
beyond the scope of this contribution. A 15-GHz bandwidth 363
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Fig. 12. Layout of the mm-wave scanner for personnel screening. For the sake
of simplicity, just two arcs of transmitters, at x = 0 m, and x = −1 m, are
considered. The person under test is placed at x = 0.25 m.
F12:1
F12:2
F12:3
(BW), from 15 to 30 GHz, is chosen, similarly to the UWB364
imaging system described in [5]. This BW provides and approx-365
imate range resolution of 1 cm, although, for near-field radar366
imaging, besides the frequency and aperture size, the final sys-367
tem lateral and range resolutions are given by (2) and (3) of368
[20], respectively.369
Hallway scanner dimensions have been selected to provide370
a resolution similar to other mm-wave scanners, as shown in371
Table I. It must be reminded that the number of receiving372
elements can be reduced in the hallway system.373
Concerning processing time, the fastest operational mm-374
wave imaging systems listed in Table I are capable to provide375
detection results in less than 5 s, so the scanning process can376
take up to 10 s taking into account that the person needs to be377
placed in a particular position within the scanner. For the pre-378
sented system, the overall scanning process would be limited379
by the time the person needs to go through the hallway.380
Three arcs of transmitters, centered at x = +1, 0, and −1 m,381
and each having 20 elements evenly spaced along y- and z-axes,382
are considered. For the sake of simplicity, only the ones at −1383
and 0 m, depicted in Fig. 12, will be considered to obtain the384
results in this section. Some of the transmitters are placed on top385
and below the body to ensure the areas with larger curvature (as386
the top of the chest and shoulders) are reconstructed.387
A physical optics (PO) code [21], [22] in combination with a388
visibility algorithm [23] has been used to predict the parts of the389
body model in Fig. 12 that are illuminated by every transmitter.390
Also, PO provides the amount of scattered field collected on391
the panels. Thus, it is possible to evaluate if a certain layout392
of transmitters is capable of illuminating the entire person after393
crossing the hallway and to estimate the field scattered by the394
Fig. 13. Examples of human body illumination using one transmitter (high-
lighted in green) and scattered field on the array panels when the body model is
centered in (a) 0.25 m and (b) 0.75 m.
F13:1
F13:2
F13:3
illuminated areas on the receiving panels. For these simulations, 395
the human body is assumed to behave as a PEC in the 15–30- 396
GHz frequency band. 397
As an example, Figs. 13 and 14 show the regions of the 398
human body under test illuminated by two different transmit- 399
ters, as well as the field received on the lateral panels. Note that, 400
even for a single position of the person in the hallway, different 401
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Fig. 14. Examples of human body illumination using one transmitter (high-
lighted in green) and scattered field on the array panels when the body model is
centered in (a) 0.25 m and (b) 0.75 m.
F14:1
F14:2
F14:3
areas of the body are illuminated. This layout increases the402
amount of information thanks to the spatial diversity of the403
multistatic illumination.404
Regarding the inverse method to create images in this sys-405
tem and due to the large computational cost for the imaging,406
when the backpropagation is implemented in 3-D, the above-407
mentioned Fourier-based technique for multistatic imaging [9]408
has been used. The efficient use of fast Fourier transforms409
(FFT) provides 3-D whole body imaging in almost real time410
using conventional hardware.411
Fig. 15. Person placed at x = 0.25 m. Recovered human body and concealed
object geometry from backpropagation imaging.
F15:1
F15:2
As an application example to show the performance of the 412
proposed configuration, an OUT consisting on a person carry- 413
ing a concealed weapon in the belt has been considered. For 414
the sake of simplicity, only two positions are analyzed: person 415
standing at x = 0.25 m and at x = 0.75 m. In this example, the 416
goal is to clearly illustrate the different nature of the multistatic 417
information collected on each position, rather than a rigorous 418
reconstruction of the whole body. 419
For every position, transmitter, and receiving panel, the 420
amount of data to be processed is: 201× 401 spatial samples × 421
121 frequency samples (= 9.75× 106 scattered field samples), 422
which also determines the number of imaging points in the 423
case of Fourier-based imaging [9]. A workstation with 32 cores 424
at 2.1 GHz and 128-GB RAM was used for data processing. 425
Overall calculation time for every transmitter was 30 s (1200 s 426
total for the 40 used transmitters). The processing has been 427
done using a sequential Matlab code and has not been optimized 428
for real time imaging yet. 429
Imaging results are depicted in Figs. 15 and 16, correspond- 430
ing to the person’s placement at x = 0.25 m and x = 0.75 m, 431
respectively. Reflectivity points above −25 dB with respect to 432
the maximum are coded in depth according to x-axis, allowing 433
the recovery of the human body profile and potential concealed 434
weapons. Comparison of Figs. 15 and 16 provides a clear exam- 435
ple of the on-the-move imaging concept effectiveness. In the 436
case of Fig. 15 (person placed at x = 0.25 m), the human body 437
sides and some areas of the chest are imaged by the system. In 438
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Fig. 16. Person placed at x = 0.75 m. Recovered human body and concealed
object geometry from backpropagation imaging.
F16:1
F16:2
Fig. 16 (person placed at x = 0.75 m), the top of the chest and439
the shoulders are recovered.440
In the final system, multiple images, as the two presented441
examples, can be created and analyzed at video rate to detect442
any possible threats. Algorithms for mesh generation and auto-443
matic thread detection, such as the one used in [8], can be444
applied.445
VII. CONCLUSION446
This work presented a novel concept for personnel scanning447
in airports and other checkpoints. Unlike the current imaging448
systems, the proposed system allows for continuous movement449
of the subject while being scanned; this will greatly increase450
the system throughput when compared with state-of-the-art sys-451
tems. This improvement is possible thanks to the use of a fully452
multistatic radar configuration, where some of the transmitters453
and receivers are separated with a subtended angle relative to454
the person greater than 90 degrees to capture information from455
all possible wave incident angles. In this way, the system is456
able to create a complete contour reconstruction as the person457
moves inside the system. The use of a small number of trans-458
mitters allows for fast image creation as all the transmitters can459
be sequentially activated in a short amount of time. 2-D and 3-D460
simulation-based results confirm the good imaging capabilities461
of the proposed system; 2-D results have also been validated462
using measurements. Further work will be related with the setup463
optimization, including the use of sparse arrays and other tech- 464
niques to reduce the number of receivers, and with experimental 465
validation. 466
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Abstract—This paper presents a novel interrogation system that7
combines multiple millimeter wave transmitters and receivers to8
create real-time high-resolution radar images for personnel secu-9
rity screening. The main novelty of the presented system is that the10
images can be created as the person being screened continuously11
moves across a corridor where the transmitters and receivers,12
working in a fully coherent architecture, are distributed. As the13
person moves, the transmitters and receivers are sequentially acti-14
vated to collect data from different angles to inspect the whole15
body. Multiple images, similar to video frames, are created and16
examined to look for possible anomalies such as concealed threats.17
Two-dimensional (2-D) and three-dimensional (3-D) setups have18
been simulated to show the feasibility of the proposed system. The19
simulation results in 2-D have been validated using measurements.20
Index Terms—Backpropagation imaging, checkpoint, fast21
Fourier transform (FFT), imaging systems, multistatic radar22
system.23
I. INTRODUCTION24
I N homeland security applications, there is an increas-25 ing demand for methods to improve personnel screening26
for concealed object and contraband detection at security27
checkpoints. In this context, active nearfield millimeter-wave28
(mm-wave) imaging radar systems are able to provide high-29
resolution imaging at an affordable cost. The object of interest30
is first illuminated by mm waves and then the scattered field is31
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measured and processed to reconstruct the surface (or volume) 32
of the object. 33
The development of checkpoints that allow high passen- 34
ger flow is becoming a priority. This has motivated the 35
design of mm-wave imaging systems that minimize passenger 36
inconvenience. 37
The International Air Transport Association (IATA) has 38
defined several specifications that future checkpoints for per- 39
sonnel screening should meet. Novel paradigms in the design 40
of the checkpoints specify that “from 2020 and beyond it is 41
envisaged that the passenger will be able to flow through the 42
security checkpoint without interruption unless the advanced 43
technology identifies a potential threat,” [1] (page 14). 44
In [1], a computer graphics design of the checkpoint of the 45
future proposed by IATA is presented. The novelty with respect 46
to existing architectures is the inclusion of a beltway or hallway 47
to avoid passenger flow interruption. 48
Current state-of-the-art mm-wave imaging systems for secu- 49
rity screening require people to enter and stand in front of the 50
scanning system. Mm-wave generation and acquisition can be 51
achieved using static arrays of transmitters and receivers [2], 52
[3], or using movable arrays to create planar [4], [5], or cylin- 53
drical [6]–[8] acquisition domains. Most of them are based 54
on monostatic radar and Fourier inversion [2]–[6]. Monostatic 55
imaging systems are cost effective, but they are only able to 56
reconstruct surfaces that create specular reflection and they are 57
not well suited for imaging scattering objects with sudden pro- 58
file variations [9]. Further, they are prone to dihedral artifacts 59
as described in [8], [10], and [11]. 60
Based on the new checkpoint architecture proposed by the 61
IATA, this paper introduces a novel concept for mm-wave scan- 62
ning system for personnel screening. The proposed imaging 63
system does not include any mechanical movement, and whole 64
body imaging is obtained taking advantage of the movement 65
of the person under test when passing through the system on a 66
moving walkway. 67
The main contribution of this paper is the introduction of this 68
novel architecture, called on-the-move imaging [12], [13], that, 69
to the best of the author’s knowledge, has not been previously 70
conceived nor demonstrated. 71
This paper is structured as follows. Section II describes the 72
proposed mm-wave screening system. Imaging algorithm for 73
multistatic setups is briefly described in Section III. Proof-of- 74
concept is validated through two-dimensional (2-D) simulation 75
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Fig. 1. On-the-move imaging concept. OUT movement between the two walls
of radar antennas provides multiple points-of-view for every transmitter and
receiver, thus increasing multistatic information. (a) and (b) represent two
different OUT positions within the hallway.
F1:1
F1:2
F1:3
F1:4
examples in Section IV, and measurement results in Section V.76
Extension to two-dimensional (3-D) whole human body imag-77
ing is described and validated in Section VI. Finally, the78
conclusion is presented in Section VII.79
II. ON-THE-MOVE HALLWAY CONCEPT80
The novel mm-wave on-the-move imaging system for per-81
sonnel screening takes advantage of: 1) the movement of the82
person when passing through the imaging system and 2) a mul-83
stitatic radar configuration, where some of the transmitters and84
receivers are separated with a subtended angle relative to the85
person equal or greater than 90◦ to capture information from86
all possible wave incident and scattering angles.87
A top view of the suggested multistatic architecture is plot-88
ted in Fig. 1. Several transmitters (red dots) and receivers (blue89
dots) are placed on the sides of the hallway. The person moves90
along the security checkpoint on a moving walkway.91
The imaging radar system takes advantage of multiple inci-92
dence angles that illuminate different areas of the person93
depending on the active transmitter and the placement of the94
person within the hallway, as illustrated in Fig. 1. A single95
transmitter can illuminate different areas of the person while96
crossing the hallway. Reciprocally, the scattered field is col-97
lected by different receivers depending on the transmitting98
element and the current position of the person. This is illus-99
trated with the red and blue arrows in Fig. 1 that represent100
direct reflection contributions given by the incident angle and101
the normal to the surface according to Snell’s law.102
Multistatic information can be incremented by placing trans-103
mitters at the hallway ends. For practical implementation, this104
TABLE I T1:1
COMPARISON WITH STATE-OF-THE-ART MM-WAVE IMAGING SYSTEMS T1:2
-
1Scanning area size: width ×height.
2PSF (point spread function): range ×cross range.
3Receiving panels size.
would partially block the persons path. This is solved in the 3-D 105
case placing the receivers at the hallway ends below and above 106
the moving walkway. 107
For every transmitter, the scattered field is collected on the 108
receiving arrays placed on the hallway sides, and for every 109
receiving array, a reflectivity image is recovered. The reflectiv- 110
ity images associated with each transmitter are coherently com- 111
bined. This configuration assumes that, for a single position, 112
the body remains still while all the transmitters are sequentially 113
activated and the scattered field is collected by the receivers. 114
In this sense, and since the acquisition on the receivers can be 115
done in parallel, the use of a low number of transmitters is desir- 116
able. A fully electronic scanning system similar to the one in [3] 117
would easily allow for such an acquisition procedure. 118
A critical aspect in the design of the imaging system is the 119
selection of the frequency band. Table I shows a comparison 120
among the proposed hallway concept and some of the exist- 121
ing mm-wave scanning systems. It can be observed that, for 122
a given size of the scanner, higher frequency bands provide 123
better cross-range resolution, at the expense of losing dynamic 124
range due to free-space propagation losses. Furthermore, cloth- 125
ing becomes less transparent for these higher frequency bands, 126
and radiofrequency hardware becomes more expensive. The 127
work presented in [5] addresses the aforementioned drawbacks 128
introducing an ultra-wideband (UWB) imaging system. In addi- 129
tion to the improved range resolution and dynamic range, the 130
novelty of this study is the fact that the sampling rate can be 131
relaxed by taking advantage of grating lobes cancellation in 132
UWB arrays, which will be of interest concerning practical 133
implementation of the on-the-move architecture. 134
III. IMAGING ALGORITHM 135
Practical mm-wave scanning system implementation 136
demands real-time imaging capabilities. Standard backprop- 137
agation techniques [14] require millions of calculations for 138
electrically large acquisition and imaging domains. To illus- 139
trate the numerical magnitude of the problem, typical values 140
for acquisition points and imaging voxels are 105 and 107, 141
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respectively, assuming an operational frequency of 30 GHz142
(λ = 1 cm) and sampling every half wavelength in both143
domains according to Nyquist criterion.144
The reflectivity function on a volumetric domain145
ρt(x
′, y′, z′) can be recovered from the scattered field146
Etscatt(f, x, z) acquired on a flat receiving aperture placed at147
y = Y0, by solving the following integral equation [9], [14],148
when the tth (with t from 1 to Ntx) of a group of transmitters149
is active150
ρt(x
′, y′, z′)
=
∫∫∫
Etscatt(f, x, z)e
+jk((x−x′)2+(Y0−y′)2+(z−z′)2)1/2
e+jk((x
t
inc−x′)2+(ytinc−y′)2+(ztinc−z′)2)1/2dfdxdz (1)
where (xtinc, ytinc, ztinc) denotes the position of the tth point151
source-like transmitter, k = 2πf/c, y-axis is the range axis152
(depth), x- and z-axes are horizontal and vertical cross ranges,153
and f is the frequency.154
Fast propagation techniques, such as the inverse fast multi-155
pole method, have been proposed [15], reducing the calculation156
time by several orders of magnitude. Moreover, (1) can be par-157
allelized taking advantage of GPU hardware. However, these158
solutions are still too computationally expensive for applica-159
tions requiring real-time imaging.160
Fourier-based techniques have been widely used in mono-161
static setups for real-time imaging [3]–[5], thanks to the fact162
that plane wave incidence can be considered during the inver-163
sion. Multistatic setups require different Fourier processing as164
the transmitter and receiver are placed in different positions. A165
novel Fourier-based imaging technique, totally suitable for the166
proposed hallway-based on-the-move imaging system, is pre-167
sented in [9]. The idea is to decompose the imaging domain in168
smaller regions where an incident spherical wave can be locally169
treated as a plane wave. Imaging calculations for every region170
can be carried out in parallel, without jeopardizing the required171
real-time capabilities of the multistatic imaging system.172
When multiple transmitters are used, the final reconstruc-173
tion for a certain voxel placed in (x′, y′, z′) can be obtained174
by combining the images generated by each transmitter as175
ρ(x′, y′, z′) =
Ntx∑
t=1
ρt(x
′, y′, z′). (2)
This formulation assumes all the transmitters and receivers176
work in a fully coherent configuration using a clock signal that177
provides common phase reference.178
IV. 2-D RESULTS179
The proposed on-the-move imaging is first validated using a180
2-D example. The frequency band ranges from 15 to 30 GHz,181
sampled every 300-MHz frequency steps and providing 1-cm182
range resolution. Two 1-m width lateral arrays of receivers183
with 50 evenly spaced elements are placed at Y0 = −0.6 m184
and Y0 = 0.6 m . Five transmitters are interleaved among each185
Fig. 2. 2-D example layout. OUT is displaced from position x = −0.8 m to
x = +0.8m, in five steps (Npos = 5). 5 Tx and 50 Rx per side are considered.
F2:1
F2:2
panel of receivers, thus resulting in Ntx = 10 transmitters. The 186
described layout is plotted in Fig. 2. The essential aspect is that, 187
in order to image the entire body surface, for every transmitter, 188
receivers on both walls must receive the scattered waves (not 189
just those adjacent to a given transmitter.) 190
The object under test (OUT) models the cross section of 191
a human body torso (for a more realistic simulation, arms, 192
and waist are not connected), with three attached objects on 193
it represented as protrusions on the front, back, and arm. The 194
object in the front is an elliptical cross-sectional metallic object. 195
Dielectric objects (r = 3.5) are placed on the back (square 196
cross section) and on the right arm. The OUT is displaced 197
from the position x = −0.8 m to x = 0.8 m in 40-cm steps 198
obtaining Npos = 5 intermediate positions. For every position, 199
the ten transmitters are sequentially activated and the scattered 200
field is collected in the receiving points. A realistic compo- 201
sition of the human body tissue is considered [16], using a 202
finite-difference frequency-domain (FDFD) code [17], [18] to 203
calculate the scattered field for every transmitter and every OUT 204
position. FDFD simulation results have confirmed that, due to 205
the high conductivity of the skin in the frequency band of inter- 206
est, the assumption that the OUT is a perfect electric conductor 207
(PEC) is a good approximation for most cases. 208
The data are then used to create one reflectivity image for 209
each intermediate position, ρp according to (1) and (2). The 210
imaging domain is an (X,Y ) = (0.4, 0.6)m rectangle, dis- 211
cretized in 81× 121 pixels and centered in (x′p, y′p, z′p). In this 212
case, the computational cost is low and the image is recovered 213
using the standard backprogation algorithm in (1). For every pth 214
OUT position and tth active transmitter, the image is recovered 215
in about 1 s using a conventional laptop (2.5-GHZ CPU and 4- 216
GB RAM memory). As the 2-D imaging code is not parallelized 217
yet, it takes about 50 s for the entire reconstruction. 218
The obtained images for two different active transmitters 219
when the OUT is in each of the intermediate positions are pre- 220
sented in Fig. 3. It is clear that each transmitter allows the 221
reconstruction of different areas of the body depending on its 222
relative position inside the imaging system. The image obtained 223
for the central position, combining the images created using all 224
the transmitters according to (2), is presented in Fig. 4. 225
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Fig. 3. Obtained images (normalized reflectivity amplitude in dB) for two dif-
ferent active transmitters and five intermediate positions using the setup in
Fig. 2. Active transmitters are depicted as red points. Blue points represent
receivers positions.
F3:1
F3:2
F3:3
F3:4
Fig. 4. Obtained image when the OUT is in the central position and the image
is created using all transmitters according to (2).
F4:1
F4:2
The reflectivity image created by the system at each position
Q1
226
is obtained as227
I(x′′, y′′, z′′) =
Npos∑
p=1
|ρ(x′ − x′p, y′ − y′p, z′ − z′p)| (3)
where the reflectivity of all the positions is centered at the origin228
of coordinates before being combined. Absolute value is used229
since the position of the OUT relative to the imaging system can230
slightly change from position to position, which prevents the231
Fig. 5. Recovered OUT profile when combining in amplitude the five images
(one for each position). (a) SNR = 10 dB. (b) SNR = −20 dB.
F5:1
F5:2
combination of the images of each position in amplitude and 232
phase. Fig. 5 presents the final result when the five analyzed 233
positions are combined according to (3), and when the object 234
retains exactly the same configuration for all positions and it is 235
only displaced in the x direction. This proves the ability of the 236
proposed system to obtain a complete contour reconstruction. 237
In general, the images used for threat detection in a final con- 238
figuration would be the ones generated in each position as the 239
one in Fig. 4. 240
Combining the information from multiple transmitters and 241
positions also helps to increase the dynamic range of the sys- 242
tem. Sensitivity analysis has been performed: first, the recorded 243
signal strength in the receiving arrays for every transmitting ele- 244
ment and OUT position has been evaluated. The case in which 245
maximum power is recorded corresponds to the OUT at the 246
central position illuminated by the center transmitters. The min- 247
imum power levels are recorded for the OUT in positions 1 or 248
5 illuminated by the closest pair of transmitters, as only a small 249
fraction of the scattered field is collected by the arrays. The 250
received power difference between these two cases is 11 dB. 251
Next, noise has been added to the field samples accord- 252
ing to different signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) levels relative to 253
the maximum-recorded power case. Figs. 3–5(a) correspond to 254
SNR = 10 dB, and Fig. 5(b) to SNR = −20 dB. Thanks to the 255
combination of multiple OUT positions and incident directions, 256
the resulting mm-wave imaging system is able to work with low 257
SNR. 258
The capability of imaging multiple users within the hallway 259
has been also evaluated. For this purpose, the OUT placed at the 260
center position (as in Fig. 4) is considered, but with two more 261
OUTs (with no attached objects) at x = 0.7 and x− 0.7 m, a 262
scenario that could correspond to a high passenger through- 263
put situation. Due to the use of FDFD simulations, multiple 264
reflections among OUTs are considered. Results are depicted 265
in Fig. 6. It can be noticed that, with respect to Fig. 4, the cen- 266
ter OUT is worse imaged due to the multipath effects. It it also 267
possible to create the image of the front and the back of the 268
OUTs placed at x = 0.7 and x = −0.7 m, and these results are 269
not affected by multipath as much as the center OUT. 270
In order to compare this work with current state of the art 271
systems, Fig. 7 presents the obtained image when the same con- 272
tour is facing a line containing the transmitters and receivers. In 273
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Fig. 6. Recovered image for three OUTs placed at the same time in the hallway.
The image is created by combining all transmitters according to (2).
F6:1
F6:2
Fig. 7. Obtained image using state-of-the-art configurations where transmitters
and receivers are placed in the same aperture and facing the person under test.
The image is generated combining the five transmitters according (2).
F7:1
F7:2
F7:3
this case, different areas of the front of the contour cannot be274
recovered and the area that is reconstructed is much smaller275
than the one of Fig. 4. Concerning detection capabilities, note276
that the dielectric object placed on the arm is hardly detected277
in Fig. 7 as the energy is not scattered back to the receiving278
array. In the case of the on-the-move system, it can be better279
detected (see Figs. 4 and 5), as it is possible to find a configu-280
ration along the conveyor belt in which the energy is reflected281
in the dielectric-skin transition, then backscattered to one of the282
receiving arrays.283
This 2-D example proves that, in the proposed on-the-move284
layout, the fact that some of the transmitters and receivers are285
separated with a subtended angle relative to the person equal or286
greater than 90◦ provides information from all possible wave287
incident angles.288
V. VALIDATION WITH MEASUREMENTS289
The proposed on-the-move imaging concept has been vali-290
dated with measurements. Ka frequency band (26.5–40 GHz)291
has been selected to avoid hardware switching between differ-292
ent frequency bands. In order to ensure the maximum illumi-293
nation within the hallway, WR-28 open-ended waveguides are294
selected as antennas.295
Fig. 8. Ka-band measurement system for on-the-move concept experimental
validation. WR-28 open-ended waveguides are connected to the vector network
analyzer ports. Receivers are mounted on a three-axis positioner.
F8:1
F8:2
F8:3
The setup is mounted on an XYZ table measurement range 296
[19], so some mechanical restrictions apply to the placement 297
of the OUT, transmitters, and receiving positions (Fig. 8). In 298
order to take advantage of the whole span of the XYZ measure- 299
ment range, scattered field samples are collected in 161 points 300
ranging from x = −0.6 m to x = 0.6 m, placed at Y0 = 0 m 301
and Y0 = 1.3 m . Five transmitting positions are interleaved 302
among the receivers, thus resulting in Ntx = 10 transmitting 303
positions. Transmitters and receivers are separated 5 cm in 304
height. Horizontal polarization is considered to reduce coupling 305
between transmitter and receiver. The imaging setup is depicted 306
in Fig. 8: two transmitters and two receivers are connected to 307
the ports of a vector network analyzer. The power reference 308
level is 0 dBm for all the ports. For every receiving position 309
along the x-axis, four S-parameters are measured, as shown in 310
Fig. 8, corresponding to the combination of each transmitter 311
with both receivers. 312
The positioner of the XYZ table is used to move the receivers 313
from each side of the hallway at the same time, as shown in 314
Fig. 8. The pair of transmitters is manually placed at five posi- 315
tions along the x-axis, using the XYZ positioner as reference. 316
For every pair of transmitting positions, acquisition time takes 317
3 min, and therefore, overall acquisition time for every OUT 318
position is 15 min. 319
The OUT, shown in Fig. 9, is an aluminum foil-covered plas- 320
tic bin with a metallic bar attached to one of the sides. Due 321
to its translation symmetry in z-axis, it allows for 2-D analysis 322
in an XY plane placed at (z = htx + hrx/2), where htx is the 323
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Fig. 9. Photograph of the OUT imaged with the proposed experimental setup.
Receivers are mounted on a three-axis positioner.
F9:1
F9:2
height of the transmitters, and hrx the height of the receivers.324
As mentioned in Section II, using metal to simulate the human325
body skin in the Ka band is an acceptable approach due to the326
high conductivity of the skin in mm-wave frequency bands [16].327
Three positions of the OUT were considered.328
The same data processing as in Section III has been applied.329
The image obtained for every position, combining the images330
created using all the transmitters according to (2), is depicted in331
Fig. 10(a). It can be noticed that, for positions 1 and 3, the front332
and the back of the OUT are imaged, and the sides of the OUT333
are visible for position 2.334
Fig. 10(b) presents the final result combining the three OUT335
positions according to (3), where the OUT profile can be336
observed. In this case, combination is done taking the displace-337
ment of each individual image with respect to the center of the338
imaging domain. In practical, combination of the radar images339
for different positions of the person in the hallway can be based340
on video frames, linking video, and radar images.341
In addition to the presented results, the measurement setup342
has been simulated, aiming to evaluate the correspondence343
between simulations and measurements. Results for position 2344
are compared in Fig. 11. Good agreement between the recon-345
structed parts of the OUT for simulations and measurements is346
obtained.347
VI. 3-D CONFIGURATION348
Next, the extension from 2-D to 3-D is presented. The layout349
of the proposed on-the-move 3-D system is presented in Fig. 12.350
The setup is composed of multiple synchronized transmitters351
and receivers. Lateral receiving apertures of size (X, Z) =352
(1, 2) m, are placed at Y0 = 0.75 m. The size of the panels is353
chosen to provide an approximated cross-range resolution of354
1 cm along the z-axis and 2 cm in the x-axis.355
Fig. 10. Recovered OUT profile. (a) Image created on every position using
all the transmitters according to (2). In the case of position 2, only the cen-
ter transmitting positions (xtinc = 0 m) were available. (b) OUT profile when
combining in amplitude the three images of (a).
F10:1
F10:2
F10:3
F10:4
Fig. 11. Recovered OUT profile, position 2 (with center transmitting posi-
tions). (a) From simulated data. (b) From measurements.
F11:1
F11:2
For this preliminary setup, Nyquist sampling requirements 356
are considered for the receiving panels, thus acquiring the field 357
in 201× 401 receiving positions per panel. Subsampling tech- 358
niques as presented in [2] and [5] combined with a modified 359
FFT algorithm for multistatic imaging with subsampled arrays 360
can be efficiently applied in this setup to reduce the number 361
of receivers in more than 90% [2], although this analysis is 362
beyond the scope of this contribution. A 15-GHz bandwidth 363
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Fig. 12. Layout of the mm-wave scanner for personnel screening. For the sake
of simplicity, just two arcs of transmitters, at x = 0 m, and x = −1 m, are
considered. The person under test is placed at x = 0.25 m.
F12:1
F12:2
F12:3
(BW), from 15 to 30 GHz, is chosen, similarly to the UWB364
imaging system described in [5]. This BW provides and approx-365
imate range resolution of 1 cm, although, for near-field radar366
imaging, besides the frequency and aperture size, the final sys-367
tem lateral and range resolutions are given by (2) and (3) of368
[20], respectively.369
Hallway scanner dimensions have been selected to provide370
a resolution similar to other mm-wave scanners, as shown in371
Table I. It must be reminded that the number of receiving372
elements can be reduced in the hallway system.373
Concerning processing time, the fastest operational mm-374
wave imaging systems listed in Table I are capable to provide375
detection results in less than 5 s, so the scanning process can376
take up to 10 s taking into account that the person needs to be377
placed in a particular position within the scanner. For the pre-378
sented system, the overall scanning process would be limited379
by the time the person needs to go through the hallway.380
Three arcs of transmitters, centered at x = +1, 0, and −1 m,381
and each having 20 elements evenly spaced along y- and z-axes,382
are considered. For the sake of simplicity, only the ones at −1383
and 0 m, depicted in Fig. 12, will be considered to obtain the384
results in this section. Some of the transmitters are placed on top385
and below the body to ensure the areas with larger curvature (as386
the top of the chest and shoulders) are reconstructed.387
A physical optics (PO) code [21], [22] in combination with a388
visibility algorithm [23] has been used to predict the parts of the389
body model in Fig. 12 that are illuminated by every transmitter.390
Also, PO provides the amount of scattered field collected on391
the panels. Thus, it is possible to evaluate if a certain layout392
of transmitters is capable of illuminating the entire person after393
crossing the hallway and to estimate the field scattered by the394
Fig. 13. Examples of human body illumination using one transmitter (high-
lighted in green) and scattered field on the array panels when the body model is
centered in (a) 0.25 m and (b) 0.75 m.
F13:1
F13:2
F13:3
illuminated areas on the receiving panels. For these simulations, 395
the human body is assumed to behave as a PEC in the 15–30- 396
GHz frequency band. 397
As an example, Figs. 13 and 14 show the regions of the 398
human body under test illuminated by two different transmit- 399
ters, as well as the field received on the lateral panels. Note that, 400
even for a single position of the person in the hallway, different 401
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Fig. 14. Examples of human body illumination using one transmitter (high-
lighted in green) and scattered field on the array panels when the body model is
centered in (a) 0.25 m and (b) 0.75 m.
F14:1
F14:2
F14:3
areas of the body are illuminated. This layout increases the402
amount of information thanks to the spatial diversity of the403
multistatic illumination.404
Regarding the inverse method to create images in this sys-405
tem and due to the large computational cost for the imaging,406
when the backpropagation is implemented in 3-D, the above-407
mentioned Fourier-based technique for multistatic imaging [9]408
has been used. The efficient use of fast Fourier transforms409
(FFT) provides 3-D whole body imaging in almost real time410
using conventional hardware.411
Fig. 15. Person placed at x = 0.25 m. Recovered human body and concealed
object geometry from backpropagation imaging.
F15:1
F15:2
As an application example to show the performance of the 412
proposed configuration, an OUT consisting on a person carry- 413
ing a concealed weapon in the belt has been considered. For 414
the sake of simplicity, only two positions are analyzed: person 415
standing at x = 0.25 m and at x = 0.75 m. In this example, the 416
goal is to clearly illustrate the different nature of the multistatic 417
information collected on each position, rather than a rigorous 418
reconstruction of the whole body. 419
For every position, transmitter, and receiving panel, the 420
amount of data to be processed is: 201× 401 spatial samples × 421
121 frequency samples (= 9.75× 106 scattered field samples), 422
which also determines the number of imaging points in the 423
case of Fourier-based imaging [9]. A workstation with 32 cores 424
at 2.1 GHz and 128-GB RAM was used for data processing. 425
Overall calculation time for every transmitter was 30 s (1200 s 426
total for the 40 used transmitters). The processing has been 427
done using a sequential Matlab code and has not been optimized 428
for real time imaging yet. 429
Imaging results are depicted in Figs. 15 and 16, correspond- 430
ing to the person’s placement at x = 0.25 m and x = 0.75 m, 431
respectively. Reflectivity points above −25 dB with respect to 432
the maximum are coded in depth according to x-axis, allowing 433
the recovery of the human body profile and potential concealed 434
weapons. Comparison of Figs. 15 and 16 provides a clear exam- 435
ple of the on-the-move imaging concept effectiveness. In the 436
case of Fig. 15 (person placed at x = 0.25 m), the human body 437
sides and some areas of the chest are imaged by the system. In 438
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Fig. 16. Person placed at x = 0.75 m. Recovered human body and concealed
object geometry from backpropagation imaging.
F16:1
F16:2
Fig. 16 (person placed at x = 0.75 m), the top of the chest and439
the shoulders are recovered.440
In the final system, multiple images, as the two presented441
examples, can be created and analyzed at video rate to detect442
any possible threats. Algorithms for mesh generation and auto-443
matic thread detection, such as the one used in [8], can be444
applied.445
VII. CONCLUSION446
This work presented a novel concept for personnel scanning447
in airports and other checkpoints. Unlike the current imaging448
systems, the proposed system allows for continuous movement449
of the subject while being scanned; this will greatly increase450
the system throughput when compared with state-of-the-art sys-451
tems. This improvement is possible thanks to the use of a fully452
multistatic radar configuration, where some of the transmitters453
and receivers are separated with a subtended angle relative to454
the person greater than 90 degrees to capture information from455
all possible wave incident angles. In this way, the system is456
able to create a complete contour reconstruction as the person457
moves inside the system. The use of a small number of trans-458
mitters allows for fast image creation as all the transmitters can459
be sequentially activated in a short amount of time. 2-D and 3-D460
simulation-based results confirm the good imaging capabilities461
of the proposed system; 2-D results have also been validated462
using measurements. Further work will be related with the setup463
optimization, including the use of sparse arrays and other tech- 464
niques to reduce the number of receivers, and with experimental 465
validation. 466
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